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These listening sessions are designed to effectively gain 

input on facility and district issues.

“Regular” Listening Session with Non-Certified Staff

STEP 1:  Outline of Needs

A series of questions are asked (one 

by one) to the group and they are 

asked to respond by writing on a 

“sticky’ note.  After each question, 

the “sticky” notes are gathered, read 

out loud and discussed (as needed) 

and placed on a large sheet of paper 

representing the question asked.
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There are typically several common themes that emerge 

regarding the needs with in the district.

“Regular” Listening Session with Non-Certified Staff

• The common themes are identified and agreed upon by the group.  

• Themes are written on paper and placed on the wall.  Each person 

is given sticky dots.  

• The quantity of dots is typically about 70% of the number of 

themes.   

• Participants are then asked to place the dots on what they feel is 

their highest priorities and not allowed to place more than one dot 

on a single theme.  

This process (STEP 2) enables participants to efficiently outline and 

prioritize needs.
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“Regular” Listening Session with Non-Certified Staff

What great things are happening in 

the Brainerd Schools?

What are our biggest challenges 

facing the Brainerd Schools?

What would you like the Headlines to be of the 

newspaper 10 years from now about the 

Brainerd Schools?

If you won the lottery and were 

required to spend it on your school, 

how would you spend it? 

How has education changed in the 

last 20 years?

What advice would you give to the 

decision makers?

Example Questions…

What are our greatest facility needs?
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Regular Listening Sessions (Non-Certified Staff)

- Developing Common Topics / Themes…..

- & Prioritizing Topics (placing dots)…..



Outline of Needs

-Questions and Results-
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What great things are happening in the 
Brainerd schools?

■ Nice athletic facilities

■ The community can use facilities often 

■ Technology plan

■ Orchestra, band and choir options

■ Concern for kids beyond the school day

■ Offers classes to prepare for the workforce

■ Donation room for students & their families

■ Nice library with many books

■ Projects that STEM and high altitude ballroom club are 

involved in

■ Great variety of activities

■ Many different classes offered

■ Great teachers
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What great things are happening in the 
Brainerd schools?

■ Our own food shelf

■ Staff that cares about our kids

■ Planetarium

■ Extra-curricular activities/sports

■ Team players

■ Safety in our schools

■ School spirit

■ Our 8th graders doing a fundraiser for “Walk For Water” 

that includes the whole school

■ That we have Northern Pines servicing students daily

■ Staff that cares about the kids and their education

■ Great educational assistants
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What are our biggest challenges facing the 
Brainerd schools? (#) = Quantity of Similar Type Responses

■ Discipline – no consequences or follow-through for bad 
behavior (3)

■ No respect from students (3) 

■ Low wages (2)

■ Need to get parental support in their child’s education and 
hold them accountable for poor choices/behavior (2)

■ Under-appreciated E.A.’s/SPED assistants

■ Students’ behavior

■ Assistants have no rights to reprimand disrespectful 
students

■ Not enough subs.  I feel like we have to choose between 
our own children’s activities & the classroom kids.

■ Accelerated kids get help.  Kids with needs get help.  What 
about the middle of the road kids?

■ Lack of administrator support
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What are our biggest challenges facing the 
Brainerd schools?
■ Pay scale to keep staff

■ Feeling unimportant

■ Holding kids accountable for poor decisions

■ Early out time often seems like an afterthought.  Why is it 

until 3:45 when it’s often not relevant material?

■ Lower classroom sizes so children get a better education

■ The kids that never want to go home!

■ Certain negative library books showing lack of respect for 

those in authority

■ School’s need to regain position of authority when dealing 

with parents

■ Crappy health care

■ DCD department should be its own entity to keep staff safe
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What are our biggest challenges facing the 
Brainerd schools?

■ Need more staff to help enforce appropriate behaviors

■ Constant struggle finding subs

■ Administration needs to be seen more

■ The little person should be paid more.  No more raises for 

the upper staff.

■ More respect, pay and acknowledgment for DCD and EBD

■ Lack of trust in the Deans to properly handle situations -

Making friends instead of consequences

■ Administration making decisions for SPED students when 

they don’t work side by side with the students

■ Too many students roaming the halls and not being held 

accountable by administration and teachers

■ Look again at E.A. pay.  Some E.A.’s are paid $4.00 more 

per hour to teach study hall.
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What are our biggest challenges facing the 
Brainerd schools?

■ The older kids shouldn’t be allowed to be by the smaller 

children

■ The language is intolerable

■ Cuts were mentioned in the newspaper again, but not to us 

directly

■ Lack of communication

■ Nepotism

■ We need an ASD department

■ Discord between parents and teachers

■ Too many students failing

■ More life skills education for welders, mechanics, etc.
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How have the needs in education changed over 
the last 20 years? (#) = Quantity of Similar Type Responses

■ Technology (4)

■ No longer teaching cursive (3)

■ Student disrespect – Kids have no respect for adults (2)

■ Less support comes from home, so more support is needed 

from school

■ Schools don’t prepare students for the workforce

■ Discipline 

■ Saying the “Pledge of Allegiance” every day

■ Students are allowed to advance to the next grade, if they 

are ready or not.  No child left behind.

■ Students don’t feel the need to respect staff.  It’s hard to 

discipline kids that don’t care.  

■ No consequences for behavior – good OR bad

■ New crisis plan should be implemented like other districts
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How have the needs in education changed 
over the last 20 years?

■ Not enough personal one-on-one time with overhead staff

■ Staff appreciation 

■ Class sizes used to be smaller

■ Tired of cell phones being used by kids walking in the 

hallway and not paying attention

■ Too many kids in the cafeteria eating at once.  Safety 

codes need to be looked into.

■ Lunch program

■ Online classes

■ Herding huge numbers of students into huge buildings

■ Too busy pleasing parents instead of holding students 

accountable

■ More after school commitments and too much homework 

(especially on Wednesday!)
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How have the needs in education changed 
over the last 20 years?

■ Meeting needs of more autistic students

■ Religion – used to be able to teach it and talk about it

■ Common sense needs to make a comeback

■ Buildings need to look at ways to generate money during 

non-use times

■ Schools have no power because they’re afraid of parents 

and lawsuits

■ More driving to school

■ Kids have more freedom
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If you won the lottery and were required to 
spend it on your school, how would you spend 
it? (#) = Quantity of Similar Type Responses

■ Pay EA’s a livable wage (2)

■ Build a pool at FMS

■ More staff and change student drop-off/pick-up

■ Staff parking is staff parking, no pick-up and drop-off

■ EA’s should be salaried

■ Technology for the disabled

■ More teachers, less students in class

■ Help for students at home: food/clothes/supplies

■ After school programs

■ “No Bullying” program

■ More personal days.  Guilt-free days off!

■ Hire tutors
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If you won the lottery and were required to 
spend it on your school, how would you spend 
it?

■ Make the cafetorium quieter

■ 12 months pay – other school districts do it

■ Designated 5th-6th grade gym and 7th-8th grade gym

■ More staff for DCD and EBD rooms

■ More arts

■ Revamp the whole parking lot

■ Develop an all encompassing discipline plan for the building –

start from the ground up – scrap current system

■ More cafeteria help and janitorial help

■ More qualified and dedicated staff to compete with class 

sizes

■ More mental health options for students during the day
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What would you like the headlines to be of the 
newspaper 10 years from now about the 
Brainerd schools?

■ District Pays For Employee Appreciation Night

■ Safest School In The Country

■ Content Employees

■ Happy Staff!  Long-time Employees!

■ All Time High For Wages

■ School Board On Employees’ Side

■ Underprivileged Students Flourish In Academics & Arts

■ Brainerd School District Leads In Positive Student Attitude

■ Students Learn From Kindness Project

■ School Administrators & Staff Are All “Us” rather than “Us 

vs. Them”

■ ACT and MCA Scores Skyrocket

■ Best Affordable Health Care For Employees
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What would you like the headlines to be of the 
newspaper 10 years from now about the 
Brainerd schools?

■ Site-Based Management Coming To Brainerd School 

District

■ Brainerd Schools Are Top 10 in the USA

■ 100% Graduation Rate

■ Art Achievements Showcased
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What advice would you give to the decision 
makers?
■ Walk in our shoes.

■ We need a livable wage – we make less than anyone 

around us now.

■ ASD department

■ Spread pay over the year – better pay

■ Read all of the post its!

■ Bring discipline back.

■ We are more than just a daycare.

■ Spend time with the students and staff.

■ Make connections from #8 to #5 without going outside.

■ After school detention – use it!

■ Do what’s best for the child – not the parent!

■ Transition space – state hospital closing
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STEP 2:  Prioritized Needs
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Greatest needs (Prioritized)

■ Parking & drop-off (43)

■ Safe entrance (30)

■ DCD/Autism space (30)

■ Technical education (25)

■ Swimming pool (18)

■ Fix the schools we have – no new schools (16)

■ Overcrowded school (15)

■ More technology (12)

■ Better food (8)

■ User friendly gym (6)

■ High school auditorium (4)

■ Arts program (2)
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